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ON THE REFLEXIVTTYOF PAIRS OF CONTRACTIONS
MAREKKOSIEK,ALFREDOOCTAVIO,AND MAREKPTAK
(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)
Abstract. We consider pairs of commuting contractions such that the joint left
essential spectrum is dominating for the algebra H°°(D2). It is also assumed,
in the first case, that one of them is C0, and the second one is absolutely
continuous. In the second case, we assume that the pair is diagonally extendable.
It will be shown that such pairs are reflexive.

1. Introduction
The dual algebras technique, after a great achievement in the problem of
invariant subspaces for single operators, is being applied to pairs or N-tuples
of operators. Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 of [KP] show the reflexivity for pairs of
commuting Co- or doubly commuting contractions with dominating joint left
essential spectrum. The purpose of our paper is to weaken those assumptions.
For the first result we need the Co- assumption for one operator only. For
the second one doubly commutativity is replaced by a weaker one, diagonal
extendibility (for a definition see section 4).
Throughout the paper L(ßf) denotes the algebra of all linear, bounded operators in a complex separable, infinite-dimensional Hubert space %?. !%■or /
stands for the identity in %?. By a subspace of %?, we mean a closed subspace,
and by an algebra of operators - a subalgebra of L(ßf) with unit I# . If S?

is a subset of L(&), then WÇ?),

s/L^),

and Lat 5? stand for the WOT

(=weak operator topology)-closed algebra, the weak-star closed algebra, generated by S' and /, and the lattice of all invariant subspaces for 5?, respectively.
Alg LatS? is the algebra of all operators on %?, which leave invariant all subspaces from Lat 5^. An algebra W is called reflexive if W = Alg Lat W. A
family & c L(MT) is called reflexiveif so is W(^).
As usual, A(DN) will denote the polydisc algebra, i.e., the algebra of all
functions analytic on DN and continuous on its closure, and H°°(DN) the
algebra of all bounded analytic functions on D^ . A subset E of D^ is called
dominating for H°°(DN) if sup{|A(z)| : z £DN} = sup {\h(z)\ : z £ E} for
all h £ H°°(DN). For a complex function / on F c DN denote by /~ the

function f~(z) = f(z),

z£F .
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Let Tx,... ,TN be commuting operators on ß?. Denote by C(ßf) the
Calkin algebra and by n the quotient map n : L(ß?) -y C(ß?). Recall that
the joint left essential spectrum o¡e(Tx, ... , Tn) of Tx, ... , TN is defined as
the joint left spectrum of 7r(70, ..., n(TN) . Let us recall (see [KP, Lemma
2.1]) that X = (Xx, ... , Xfi) £ oie(Tx, ... , 7jv), if and only if there exists
an orthonormal sequence {xn} such that lim,,-^ \\(T¡ - A,)jc„|| = 0, for i =
I, ... , N. Moreover, using standard techniques we can prove

Lemma 1.1. Let Tx, ... ,Tn be commuting operators on ß?; then k —
(Xx,... , A/v) e oie(Tx, ... , TN), if and only if there exists a sequence {xn}
such that x„ —y0 weakly, \\xn\\ = I, and lim^oo ||(7i - A,)x„|| = 0, for

i=l,...,N.
A contraction T £ L(ß?) is absolutely continuous (a.c.) if it has no singular
unitary part.
2. Representations
Let us recall that the algebra homomorphism <P : ^(D2) -* L(ß?) is a representation if ||<I>(/)|| < 11/11for / £ Aifû2). It is a consequence of standard
techniques that for every x, y £ ß? there exists a complex, Borel, regular measure px<y on D such that (O(m)x, y) = ¡udpXyy for x, y £ ß?, u £ A(D2).
We say that 0 is absolutely continuous (a.c), if it has a system of elementary
measures {px,y}x¡y&^ such that each element of the system is absolutely continuous with respect to some (positive) representing measure vz , z e D2 . By
[G, VI. 1.2, II.7.5], the above definition is equivalent to that given in [KP, Chapters 3 and 4], which uses the terminology of bands of measures.
Having the pair {Tx, 7/2} of commuting contractions in L(ß?), let us construct, using Ando Theorem [SNF, 1.6.4] like in [KP, Chapter 5], the representation <t>of the algebra ^4(D2) generated by {Tx, T2}, i.e., Ö(z,-) = T¡ ,
i = 1,2. We say that the pair {Tx, T2} is a.c. if O is a.c. In the same way
we can construct the representation <P+ of ^4(D2) generated by {T*, T2*}.
Moreover we have
Lemma 2.1. (1) The representation <t>is a.c. if and only if <P+ is a.c.
(2) If {Tx, 7/2} is an a.c. pair of commuting contractions and f £ H°°(D2)
then for any vectors x, y we have

(f(Tx,T2)y,x) = (y,r(Tx*,n)x).
Proof. Let « 6 A(D2), and py<x be an elementary measure of O for y, x £
ß? absolutely continuous with respect to a representing measure vz for some
zgD2. It is obvious that u~ £ A(D2).
_2
For a complex measure p on D denote by p~ the Borel measure /i~(-) =
_2
p(fl(-)), where n : z —»z is a homeomorphism of D onto itself. Then for
u £ A(D2) we have
(«(7? , T2*)x,y) = (x, u(T*x, T^)*y) = (x, u~(7Ï, T2)y)

= (u~(Tx, T2)y,x) = J u~dpy,x

= j u^djy^ = I udpyx .
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So r\Xty = PyX is an elementary measure of <ï>+for vectors x,y £ ß?.
Since py<x is absolutely continuous with respect to vz , then nx,y is absolutely
continuous with respect to vz, and an easy calculation shows that i/~ is a
representing measure for z £ D2, which finishes the proof of (1).
Next, for (2), one can easily see that /~ £ H°°(D2). Let, like in (1), py,x
and PyX be elementary measures of O and O4", respectively. Notice that
a2 - vz + v~ is positive and symmetric with respect to adjoint. Let dpy<x =
hy,xdoz . Then dp~ x = h~ xdoz . Hence, the following finishes the proof

(f(Tx,T2)y,x)= I fdpy,x= Jf(k)hy<x(k)doz(k)
= j f(k)hy,x(k)dOz(k)
= Jf~(k)h~x(k)doz(k)
= Jf~dp,~x = (f~(T*,T*)x,y)= (y,r(T*x, 7?)x).
Having the representation constructed above, using [Kl, Proposition] (see
also [Kl, Sec.2], [K2, Sec.3]), we can decompose O and ß? into orthogonal
sums as follows

(2.1)

o = <D0©Oi©o2eo3 ,

x = Jg©Jt®^2e^!

,

where 4>,-(i = 0, 1, 2, 3) is the restriction of O to the subspace ß?[ reducing
all the values of i>. Moreover we get
Oo is an absolutely continuous representation,
TiWi (/ = 1, 2) is a unitary operator with singular spectral measure,
7/1*5 ('' = ^ » 2) are unitary operators.
So we get
Lemma 2.2. If Tx is c.n.u. and T2 is ax. then the pair {Tx, T^} is ax.
3. The first

reflexivity

result

The purpose of the section is the following

Theorem 3.1. Let {Tx, 7^} c L(ßf) be a pair of commuting contractions. Assume also that Tx e Co. and T2 is absolutely continuous. If a¡e(Tx, T2) n D2
is dominating for H°°(D2), then the algebra W(TX, T2) is reflexive.
The proof of the theorem uses the technique of dual algebras. Thus we start
with some definitions and notation. The Banach space of trace class operators in
L(ß?) with the trace norm will be denoted by (re). Recall that the bilinear form
(A, T) = tr(A T), Ae L(ß?), T £ (re), on L(MT)x (re) allows us to identify
L(ßf) with (re)* and the weak-star topology on L(ß?) under this identification
coincides with the ultraweak operator topology. If sf is any ultraweakly closed
subspace of L(ßf), then its preannihilator xj/ is a closed subspace of (re).
si can be identified with the dual of Q¡¿ = (rc)/-1^/ via the bilinear form
(A , T) = tr(A T) on s/ x Qa? . The quotient norm in Qv (so-called Q¡¿norm) will be denoted by || • lie* • For simplicity we denote Qt and Qtx,t2
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instead of Q^'t) and Q&(t,,t2) respectively for T, Tx, T2 £ L(ß?). In what
follows, for x, y £ ß^ , x ® y denotes rank one operator (x <g>y)
z = (z, y) x.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The representation generated by {Tx, T^} is, by Lemma
2.2, absolutely continuous. We apply the technique used in [KP, Chapter 4 and
5]. Note that [KP, Theorem 4.5] is stated for absolutely continuous representations. The careful reader can notice that all the lemmas in [KP, Chapter 4] are
true not only for c.n.u. contractions but also for any pair of contractions which
generate an absolutely continuous representation.
Let, as usual, [Cf\, k £ D2, denote the element of Q = Q^(tx,t2) corresponding to a weak-star continuous functional of evaluation at a point k. Notice also that like in [KP] we can obtain that äcöftQ] : k £ o!e(Tx, T2) n D2}
contains the closed unit ball in Q. Let us recall that a dual algebra #/ c L(ß?)
has property Xo, 1 if for all [L] e Q, ||[L]|| < 1, we have the following:
(*) there exist sequences {x„}~=1, {y„}~=i c ß? with ||x„|| < 1, ||y„|| <

1 for n = 1, 2,...

such that

(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)

lim \\[x„®y„]-[L]\\Q = 0,

n—»00

lim \\[x„® z]\\Q = 0,

for all z e X,

lim \\[z ® y„]\\Q = 0,

for all z£ß?.

n—>oo

ft—*oo

It is well known [BFP] that any dual algebra with property Xo, 1 is reflexive.
Also the set of functionals [L] £ Q satisfying (*) is absolutely convex and
closed. Therefore, for the reflexivity of s/(Tx, T2), hence also W(TX, T2), it
is enough to prove (*) for [Q] where k £ o¡e(Tx, T2)

Let A € ole(Tx, T2). In [KP, Lemma 4.10, 4.11], (3.1) and (3.2) were proved
with our assumptions and even without Co-, thus we need to show the statement
(3.3). It will be shown below in Lemma 3.3, strengthening [KP, Lemma 5.1,

4.12].
It is an easy observation that in [R, Lemma 3.4] the assumption c.n.u. is
not necessary, only the absolute continuity of T is needed. Moreover, weaker
assumptions for the sequence {x„} are sufficient. So we have
Lemma 3.2. Assume that T £ L(ß?) is an ax. contraction generating an isometric functional calculus. If x„ is a sequence such that x„ -* 0 weakly, \\x„\\ — I,

and \\(T - k)x„\\ ^ 0, then \\[y®x„]\\QT- 0 for all y£ß?.
Now we can formulate
Lemma 3.3. Assume Tx, 72 generate an ax. isometric representation and T" -*
0 strongly. If x„ is a sequence such that x„ -» 0 weakly, \\xn\\ - I, and

11(72
- k2)xn\\- 0 , then \\[y® x„)\\Q- 0 for all y £ß?.
Proof. By [SNF, Theorem II.2.1], choosing Vx £ L(3?) a minimal isometric
dilation of T* , Vx is a unilateral shift of uncertain multiplicity and also
we have Tx = V*\#. On the other hand, by the commutant lifting theorem
of Sz.-Nagy and Foias. (see [SNF], [P, p. 484]) there is an operator W2 (not
necessarily isometry) preserving the norm of T^ , such that the pair {Vx, W2}
dilates {T*, T2*}. Let e > 0. Choose M > 0 such that ||(7 - PkeTV.M)y\\
< f,
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and denote yx = (PxcervM)y> V2 = (7 - T,kerK.M)}>.By Hahn-Banach theorem,

for each n, there is /„ £ H°°(D2) such that

(3.4)

\\[y®Xn]WQ
= (fn(Tx,T2),[y®xn\) = (fn(Tx,T2)y,Xn), H/J-l.

For each n we can decompose /„ as follows
M-l

(3.5)

fn(zx ,Z2)=Y^

ank(Zl)Zkl + Z\MK(Zx , Z2).

k=0

The functions a„^ are measurable. Moreover, since a„ic(z2) is the k-th Fourier
coefficient of /„(•, z2), then |a„*;(z2)| < 1, for z2 £ D, by (3.4). Thus ||a„fc||<
1 and consequently \\h„\\< M+ 1. It is easy to check that the negative Fourier
coefficients of every an tk vanish. Hence for every n, k we get a„tk £H°°(D),
and hn £ H°°(D2).
Applying the Lebesgue type decomposition (2.1) to space 3£ and an easy
calculation on elementary measures we get /c^.
So, by the minimality of
Vx, we have 3? = S?o, hence the pair {Vx, W2} is a.c. By Lemma 2.1, also
{V*, W2*}is a.c. By [Kl, Proposition], the representation generated by T2 is
a.c. and so is W¿ .
The above facts give us the existence of the functional calculus for all abovementioned pairs and single operators. So, by Lemma 2.1(2) applied to the pairs
{Tx, T2} and {V* ,W2*}, we have

\\\y®xn]\\Q= \(fn(Tx,T2)y,xn)\ = \(y,K(Tx\TÏ)Xn)\
< \(y,f?(Vx,W2)xH)\= \(fn(Vx*,rV2*)y,x„)\
< \(fn(Vx*,Wl)yx, x„)\ + \(fn(Vx*,W2*)y2,x„)\

(3.6)

u-i
<¿2\(a»k(w2)Vx*kyx,xn)\
k=0

+ \(Vx*Mhn(Vx*, rV2*)yx,x„)\ + \\f„\\ \\y2\\ \\x„\\.
The vector yx was defined such that V{Myx —0, thus the second component

is equal 0. Observe that for all k
\{ank(W2*)Vx*kyx, xn)\ < \\[Vx*kyx® xn]\\Qw..

On the other hand, by [SNF, Theorem II.2.3], W2*is an extension of 7^, thus
not only \\(W2*- k2)xn\\ —y0, but also W2*generates an isometric representation, since T2 does. Hence, Lemma 3.2 shows that HfF^y! ® Ar„]||e(t,.->
0 (n -y oo). Hence we can choose «o such that for all n > no we have
||[F1*,C
yx <g>
x„\\\Qw. < j^ for k = 0, 1,... , Af - 1. Coming back to the estimation of \\[y ® x„]||0 , using (3.6) and the estimation of ||y2||, we obtain for
" > "o
M-l

IILv® x„]||e < £

\\[Vtkyx®Xn\\\Q + »/„H||y2|| ||x„|| < e .

k=0

The proof of the lemma is finished.
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Let us notice in the end of the section that by taking adjoints using Theorem
3.1 we can obtain reflexivity assuming the dominating property for the right
essential joint spectrum and Co assumption for one operator.
4. The second reflexivity

result

This section deals with pairs of operators which extend the case of doubly
commuting operators. For any pair {Tx, T2} of commuting contractions we
can construct a minimal isometric dilation {Vx, V2} of the pair {T*, T2} (see
[SNF]). One can see that V* is a coisometric extension of T¡, i - 1,2. We
call {V*, V2} a joint coisometric extension of {Tx, T2}. It can be seen that
it is minimal in standard meaning, for the details see [O]. We say that a pair
{Tx, T2} C L(ß?) is diagonally extendable if there exist a Hubert space 3f D ß?
and a minimal joint coisometric extension {Bx, B2} C L(ß?) of {Tx, T2} such
that, for either j — 1 or j = 2, if 3t is decomposed as 3t = 5^¡ @3îj , relative
to which the matrix for B¡ has the form

where S* £ LL^f) is a (unilateral) backward shift and Rj £ L(3lj) is a unitary
operator, then the matrix for Bk, for k / 7, relative to the decomposition

3? = &J-®âlj has the form
Bk=\0

Ar)'

for some As £ LLFf) and Ar £ LL9H¡).
Let us recall the result of [O, Theorem 2.5] and [S, Lemma 1] as
Proposition 4.1. With the above notation, a pair {Tx, T2} C L(ß?) is diagonally
extendable if any of the following conditions holds:
(a) Rx has no part of uniform multiplicity Ko,

(b) R2 has no part of uniform multiplicity N0,
(c) Tx and T2 doubly commute.
The main result of this section is the following

Theorem 4.2. Let {Tx, T2} C L(ß?) be a pair of a.c. commuting contractions.
Assume also that {Tx, T2} c L(ß?) is diagonally extendable. If o¡e(Tx, T^nD2
is dominating for H°°(D2), then the algebra W(Tx, T2) is reflexive.

The proof is based on the same considerations as a proof of Theorem 3.1,
using Lemma 4.3, given below, instead of Lemma 3.3.
Lemma 4.3. Let {Tx, T2} be a diagonally extendable pair of contractions generating an a.c. isometric representation. If x„ is a sequence such that x„ —y0

weakly, \\x„\\- 1, and \\(T¡- k¡)xn\\-» 0 for i = 1, 2, then \\[y® x„]\\q -* 0
for all y £ß?.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that the space 3f D ß? and
operator B¡ £ L(3t) extend T¡ for / = 1, 2. Moreover, Bx is a coisimetry,
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where S* £ LL9\) is a (unilateral) backward shift and Rx £ L(¿%\) is a unitary
operator, and B2 has the form

*-(*I)'

for some As £ L(f?x) and Ar £ LL9?X).
By decomposition (2.1) and the minimality of {Bx, B2} we conclude similarly as in the proof of Lemma 3.3 that {Bx, B2} is an a.c. pair. It also
generates an isometric functional as an extension of the pair {Tx, T2} . Thus
we have

||[v ®x„]||e = sup{|(A(7i, T2)y,x„)\ : h £ 77°°(D2),UAH«,
= 1}
= sup{\(h(Bx,B2)y, xn)\ : h £ 77°°(D2),HAH«,
= 1}
= \\[y ® x„]\\Qbi

B2.

So we need to show that the last tends to zero.
For any contraction T and k £ D, let Tx denote the operator (T - k) •
(I-kT)~x. An easy calculation, based on [SNF], shows that the decomposition
3f — S^x © ¿%x is also a decomposition of (B¡)Xl for a pure isometry and
a unitary part. Let us note that S?x, âêx reduce B22. Moreover, BJ' is a
coisometric extension of Tfl, for /' = 1, 2. Let xn = xsn© xrn, y - ys ®yr be
the orthogonal sums with respect to the decomposition 3f - 3*x© ¿ïïx. Since
||(Ti - kx)xn\\ -* 0, thus Hr^'Xnll -» 0. One can easily see that

IWII <\\Xn-PKeT<X„\\ = \\(I-PKerBM\

= \\(B*x)^Bl'Xn\\
= \\TÎ'X„\\^0,
Thus,

IILV®^n]||ßil.ai
= sup{\(h(Bx, B2)y,xn)\ : h £ 77°°(D2),\\h\U = 1}

< sup{\(h(S*x
, As)f, xsn)\: h £ 77°°(D2),PIU = 1}
+ sup{|(A(Äi, Ar)?, K)\ ■h £ /7°°(D2), ||Ä||oo= 1}

<\\\ys®xn]\\Qs.„ +11/11IWII.
i '

s

The second component converges to 0. To proof that the first one converges
to 0, it is enough to show that the pair {5*, As} and sequence z„ = xs„/\\xsn\\
fulfill the assumption of Lemma 3.3. The operator S¡ converges strongly to 0
as a backward shift. Since B2 is an extension of T2 , thus \\(B2 - k2)xn\\ -> 0.
Since \\(B2-k2)xn\\2 = ||(^-A2)^||2
+ H(v4r-A2)^||2 , thus \\(As-k2)xn\\ ^ 0
and \\(AS- k2)zn\\ -y 0, since \\xsn\\-* 1. Hence, we can finish the proof of
Lemma and Theorem 4.1 with the following

Lemma 4.4. The pair {5J", As} generates ax. isometric representation.
Proof. To see that the pair {S¡, As} generates an a.c. representation it is
enough to notice that it is a restriction of the pair {B{, B2} , which is a.c. pair,
and then make an easy calculation on elementary measures. Now we prove that
ale(Tx, T2) n D2 c ole(S*x, As) n D2 . Let (kx, k2) £ ole(T{, T2) n D2 , and {xn}
is an orthonormal sequence such that lim„_oo 11(7}- A,)x„|| = 0, for /' = 1, 2.
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Hence, lim,,_00 ||(7i; - k¡)xn\\ = 0, for i = 1, 2, too. Let xn - xsn© xrn is the

orthogonal sum with respect to the decomposition 3f - S?x®¿%x. We can prove
as above that \\(AS-k2)xsn\\ -» 0 and in the same way that \\(S¡ -kx)xsn\\ -> 0.
Like in (4.1) it can be shown that \\xrn\\-» 0, hence \\xsn\\-► 1. Let z„ =

xn/\\xn\\ • I* is easy t0 check that ||(4s ~h)Zn\\ -» 0 and 11(5*- kx)z„\\ -►0.
Thus (kx, k2) £ o¡e(Sx*,As) n D2 by Lemma 1.1. Hence, if ole(Tx, T2) n D2
is dominating for H°°(T>2), then o¡e(S¡ ,^s)nD2
also does. Hence, by [KP,
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.4], the proof of the lemma is finished.
Remark 4.5. If a pair of operators fulfills assumptions of Theorem 3.1 or 4.2,
then it has a common nontrivial invariant subspace.
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